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The MGG Academy brings together young  
professionals from rising powers and Europe to 
collectively address global challenges. In their home 
countries, the participants work in government  
institutions, think tanks and research institutions, 
civil society and the private sector. 

The main objective of the Academy is to support 
and prepare future change-makers for a professional 
and personal life dedicated to sustainable  
development at home and in the world. Building 
trust, exchanging perspectives and developing a 
mutual understanding belong to the core assets of 
the Academy.

Introduction

The MGG Academy is based on the premise that 
profound knowledge, leadership qualities as well as 
visionary action are of core importance for  
transformative change. The four-month course thus 
blends academic modules, modules on leadership 
development and  applied project work. It thereby 
combines a broad range of interactive working 
methods, including practical  experience and  
participatory approaches, lectures, study trips, peer 
coaching and personal reflection.  

In the MGG Academy 2018, participants analyse and 
reflect upon current challenges such as green  
transformation or dealing with violent conflicts.
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Schedule outline MGG Academy 2018

August 09 –12
Travel to Bonn and
welcome weekend

Arrival; logistic support, welcome dinner;
Bonn city tour

August 13 –19 Opening week Programme opening; getting to know each other

August 20 – 26 Leadership module 1 Leadership module 1

August 27 – 31 Academic module 1 Introduction to global governance: trends, concepts, actors and agendas

September 03 – 07 Academic module 2 Climate change and green transformation

September 09 – 14 Study trip Geneva and Brussels 

September 17 – 21 Academic module 3 Transformative force of digitalisation

September 24 – 28
Dialogue with DIE  
Postgraduate Course

Project teams; dialogue with DIE Postgraduate Course

September 29 – 
October 13

International Futures Berlin Diplomacy of the 21st century

October 15 – 19 Academic module 4 Dealing with violent conflicts

October 22 – 28 Leadership module 2 Leadership retreat
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October 20 –   
November 2

Preparation of project teams Managing team work, sensing journey, project teams

November 5 – 9 Work in project teams Independent project work

November 12 – 17 Work in project teams Independent project work

November 19 – 23 Conclusion of project teams Digital storytelling

November 26 – 30 Closing week Looking back and looking forward; closing
ceremony and farewell

December 1 – 2 Travel back 
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Ashok, Archith

India

Institution 

Confederation of Indian Industry

Expertise 

Corporate sustainability 

Sustainability standards

"I wish to grow and learn with this diverse community that 
will enable me to discuss and co-create innovative solutions 
to tackle global challenges."
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Barragán, Denisse

Mexico

Institution 

Instituto Dr. José María Luis Mora

Expertise 

Foreign policy and soft power

International development cooperation

"I want to put my knowledge and experience   
to the service of development and inspire others   
about the importance of having an active   
role to transform their reality."
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Becerra Monroy, Cristian

Mexico

Institution 

Voluntad Organizada

Expertise 

Promotion of civil society  

International development cooperation

"I want to develop my skills, participate in   
collaborative networks and establish cooperation  
between Mexican civil society organisations and  
development institutions in Europe."
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Carrilho Soares, Marina

Brazil

Institution 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Expertise 

Climate change

Environmental sustainability

Renewable energy

"Coming from a developing nation, I believe international   
cooperation is an effective way to improve the well-being of people."
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CUI, Yan

China

Institution 

China Association for Standardization 

Expertise 

Sustainability standards 

Vocational education and training

"It is only through global cooperation  
that we can achieve the sustainable   
development needed for the world   
to be a better place."
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Drachenfels, Magdalena von

Germany

Institution 

Peace Research Institute   

Frankfurt

Expertise 

Migration and displacement  

Radicalisation and terrorism 

Postcolonial and diversity studies

"We need to be aware of the social realities of our planet to  
collectively develop inclusive, respectful and sustainable   
ways of interacting with our environment and with one another."
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Fang, Ingrid

Brazil

Institution 

Natura Cosmetics

Expertise 

Regulatory affairs 

Biodiversity

"I want to contribute to change today’s world by engaging  
different types of stakeholders in the sustainability cause."
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Faria Domingues, João Vitor

Brazil

Institution 

National School of Public Administration

Expertise 

Public administration

International cooperation

"Global cooperation is the key to activate international  
partnerships for sustainable development. I would like to  
inspire people by acting based on the spirit of global solidarity."
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Hajra, Mayukh

India

Institution 

Development Alternatives

Expertise 

Community based adaptation

Natural resource management

"Global cooperation is a manifestation of the uniquely        
human faculty of empathy - not just for other communities,  
but also for our planet and future generations."
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Kumar, Ujjwal

India

Institution 

IFMR LEAD

Expertise 

Financial inclusion

Project management research 

"A meltdown in Alaska means rising sea levels   
in Odisha, India. Global cooperation is not   
merely important, it is a necessity."
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LIU, Chen

China

Institution 

Center for International 

Knowledge on Development 

Expertise 

International public policy 

Global economy and development

"I wish to deepen my understanding of   
today’s global governance system and   
increase my knowledge on the fundamental  
structures and mechanisms    
of global cooperation."
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LIU, Wei

China

Institution 

Institute of World Economics and Politics of the 

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 

Expertise 

International organisation

International development

"Unrest, populism and isolationism are  
undermining the core principles of the 
liberal international order. We need global 
leadership to shape the agenda of the  
future in this critical juncture."
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Martínez Mendoza, Ana Margarita

Mexico

Institution 

Centro de Estudios   

Internacionales Gilberto Bosques

Expertise 

Comparative foreign policy 

Sustainable  development

Migration and gender

"Global cooperation is important to achieve  
international awareness of the common   
problems that the world faces nowadays 
and furthermore to face these common 
challenges as a united group."
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Mathee, Thurstan

South Africa

Institution 

Department of International 

Relations and Cooperation  

Expertise 

Political risk analysis

Foreign policy

International relations

"As a young diplomat, I am passionate about building   
international connections and cross-cultural interactions.    
I am therefore excited to participate in a   
programme based on these ideals."
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Mbatha, Yvonne Mbalenhle

South Africa

Institution 

Department of Environmental Affairs

Expertise 

Environmental management

Stakeholder engagement

"Global cooperation enables the creation of shared  knowledge about 
development and builds capacity to solve common challenges."
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Mgaga, Palesa

South Africa

Institution 

University of the Witwatersrand  

Expertise 

Forestry education 

Interdisciplinary global change studies

"Being a young researcher focused on growing my career 
as a scientist, I will gain enormously by being exposed to 
world experts in the area of global governance."
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Nurcahyarini, Hety

"I would like to contribute to change the world by creating a space 
where people can communicate and interact. Contact  
between people is still the most powerful weapon."

Indonesia

Institution 

Filantropi Indonesia

Expertise 

Philanthropy

Non-profit management
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South Africa

Institution 

Gauteng Department of Economic Development  

Expertise 

Socio-economic issues 

Sustainable development

"As a young woman from a township, participating    
in global cooperation shows that one can rise above    
one's background. It means hope for every young person."

Nyembe, Nonkululeko
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Okthariza, Noory

"Global cooperation can foster a shared understanding 
about the challenges that we face. It connects us to find 
answers to fix them."

Indonesia

Institution 

Centre for Strategic and 

International Studies 

Expertise 

Comparative politics

Democratisation
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Scofield, Vinicius

Brazil

Institution 

Ministry of Environment

Expertise 

Biodiversity conservation

Public policy-making

"Nowadays we face global challenges such as climate change, 
loss of biodiversity and social inequality. These can only be 
solved by joint action of governments,  
corporations and civil society organisations."
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Sharma Goel, Gargi

India

Institution 

Ministry of Finance

Expertise 

International taxation 

Transfer pricing

Human resource development

"As the globe is shrinking with the increasing   
channels of communication, there is an urgent need of  
cooperation among states and people so  
that peace and equilibrium can prevail."
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Wicaksono, Radhitiono

"Global governance plays a significant role in an  
interconnected world by mobilising collective   
resources among nations to manage global    
challenges in order to support sustainable development."

Indonesia

Institution 

Ministry of Finance

Expertise 

Finance

Economics

Public policy
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ZHANG, Bei

China

Institution 

China Institute of International Studies 

Expertise 

Nationalism 

European integration

"Global cooperation must be a daily    
exercise. Without it, there is no viable   
alternative to bring peace, sustainability   
and prosperity to human kind."
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